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1.0 Summary

Prism Resources Ltd., of Vancouver British Columbia retained 
Geoserve Canada Inc., of South Porcupine Ontario to do work on their 
McCool Property. Geoserve completed 16 km of max-min horizontal 
loop electromagnetic and 17.4 km of total field magnetic surveys over 
much of claims 1212927 and 1212926. The two claims cover an area 
from lots 10 and 11, Concession IV, McCool Township, Larder Lake 
Mining Division, Northeast Ontario. The objective of the surveys is to 
outline targets for an ensuing drill program. The max-min survey 
successfully delineated two bedrock electromagnetic conductors. The 
magnetics effectively depicts geological structures. A conductive body 
centrally located is favoured for drill testing. Mr. J. Betz of Toronto 
Ontario interpreted the max-min data to help align the drill.
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2.0 Property Location

SCALE
100000 O 100000 2000OOJ l— 

(meters)

The claims being reported on are near the NW comer of McCool Township, Larder 
Lake Mining Division, District of Cochrane, Northeast Ontario. Highway 10] E 
crosses the southwest comer of McCool Township. The township is approximately 
24 kilometers east of Matheson, Ontario
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3.0 Introduction

Claims 1212927 and 1212926 wich are part of the McCool Township 
Property received work during November, 1998. The entire property 
covers an area from lot 3 to lot 12, Concession II to Concession V, and is 
owned by Prism Resources Inc., Vancouver BC. Prism Resources 
commissioned Geoserve Canada Inc., of South Porcupine, ON, to do 
geophysical surveys on grid lines that were cut in November by Mr. D. 
Jones, also of South Porcupine, ON. The survey area covered much of 
the said two claims wich are predominantly underlain by mafic 
metavolcanics and ultramafic rocks (Map 2393, OGS 1976). The property 
is geologically situated in the Kidd-Munro assemblage, within Abitibi 
greenstone belt. The objective of the geophysical surveys is to locate 
targets for the ensuing drill program. Geological structures wich may host 
base metal and/ or gold occurrences are pursued during this exploration 
work. Past work in the area dates back to the decade of the 40's (on file at 
the Kirkland Lake Resident Geologist Office) when exploration for 
Asbestos was the main emphasis (61 st Annual Report, J. Satterly, 1952, 
ODM). A more recent report covering past work completed on the 
property was done by Paul R J Nichols, May 26, 1998 for Prism Resources 
Inc. The results of the November 1998 surveys forms the basis of this 
report.
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4.0 1998 Exploration

4.1 Line Cutting
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Mr. D. Jones of South Porcupine Ontario and crews cut a 17.4 km grid 
from November 8 to November 12, 1998. A base line origin O+OO/ 0+00 
was established at UTM coordinate 564701E/ 5382690N along the main 
access road and was cut southeasterly with an Azimuth of N135 0T for 
1400 meters. Fifteen lines were cut at 900 to the baseline. The entire grid 
was picketed at 25 meters.
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4.2 Max-Min Survey 

Procedure

Mr G Coyne and P Coyne read the max-min survey from November 13 to 
November 15, 1998. The Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic Survey was 
read using a 200 m coil separation while reading the In-Phase and Out-of- 
Phase components at every 25 meters along cross-lines only. Three 
frequencies; 440Hz, 1760Hz, and 3520 Hz were gathered and stored using 
the MMC data logger.

Results

The HLEM survey is presented on three (3) 1:5000 plan maps; 440 Hz, 
1760 Hz, and 3520 Hz respectively. Both In-Phase and Out-of-Phase 
components are posted and profiled. All frequencies respond to two 
bedrock electromagnetic conductors on the surveyed claims. Both 
conductors have an average depth (to their tops) of 30 to 40 meters. The 
southmost (grid south coordinates) conductor occurs in an area of 
predominant sand cover while the more northerly (or centrally locate on the 
grid) conductor occurs under an area of dominant muskeg.
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4.3 Total Field Magnetic Survey 

Procedure

The magnetic survey was read by Mr T Keast and Mr R Daigle on Friday 
November 13, 1998. Crews used the TerraPlus GSM-19 Overhauser 
magnetometers to read the entire grid (lines & baseline) for a total of 1408 
stations. Readings were taken at 12.5 meters (half stations) along all lines. 
The data was corrected with a similar GSM-19 base station located at local 
coordinate 0+40 EI 0+70 N (utm coordinate 564745 E/5382716 N) . A 
reference field of 57500 nt was used to smooth the data. This location is 
easily found on site, a tree has been flagged just north of the plantation 
road that accesses the grid easterly. This location and reference field 
should be used to smooth any additional magnetic survey in the future on 
the property.

Results

The data collected (once smoothed) ranges from 56366 nt to 82165 nt, 
and has a mean of 59523 nt. The readings are posted on PLAN 2 and are 
interpreted with a 50 nt contour interval. The survey is influenced by a 
very high magnetic feature wich straddles the south limit of the survey 
lines. Another narrow limb (or finger) parallels the dominant feature. The 
combined mag high from these inferred underlying utramafics have a 
dipole effect that extend northerly (grid north) for at least 200 meters. This 
can mask any weak anomalies that may be present on the property. The 
main source of the highest intensities are believed to be Iron Formation. 
Pyroxenite is also suspect.
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5.0 Conclusion

The combined HLEM and TFM surveys infer that there is an ultramafic 
unit along the south that has possible Iron Formations within. A narrow 
package of ultramafics parallels the former and is believed to encompass 
pyroxenite.

Additional work can only be determined once the drill results have been 
considered.

Respectfully Submitted for Approval

Richard Daigle

/A/ 3*/l f
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6.0 Certification

l Richard J Daigle residing at 900 Government Road, Porcupine, ON, 
certify that;

1. This is my 19th year of practice in mining exploration.
2. l am registered with the Ontario Association of Certified 

Technologist.
3. l am presently owner operator of Geoserve Canada Inc.
4. l was employed by MC Exploration Services Inc., of Timmins, 

ON, s geophysical evaluator from 1992 to 1997.
5. l accomplished geophysical contracts (IP, HLEM, TFM, SP) and 

property assessments in Eastern Canada, 1987 to 1992.
6. l accomplished geophysical contracts in northeastern ON, 1985- 

87.
7. l was employed as a Geophysicist Assistant/Senior Technician for 

Kidd Creek Mines under the supervision of Mr. D. Londry, 1981- 
85.

8. l experienced Max-Min (HLEM) surveys/interpretations under the 
supervision of Mr. J. Betz, 1979-81.

9. l received an Electronic Technologist Certificate in 1979. 
10. l have no direct interest in the property reported on, or the 

company worked for.

DATE:

C J. Daigle
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GEM Systems Advanced Magnetometers GSM-19 V 4.0
GEM Systems Ine
52 West Beaver Creek Road, Unit 14
Richmond Hill, Ontario Phone; (905) 764- 8008
Canada, L4B-1L9 Fax ; (905) 764- 9329

Instrument Description
 The sensor is a dual coil type designed to reduce noise and improve gradient tolerance. The coils are electrostatically 
shielded and contain a proton rich liquid in a pyrex bottle, which also acts as an RF resonator.

 The sensor cable is coaxial, typically RG-58/U, up to 100m long.

'The staff is made of strong aluminum tubing sections. This construction allows for a selection of sensor elevations 
above the ground during surveys. For best precision the full staff length should be used. Recommended sensor 
separation in gradiometer mode is one staff section, although two or three section separations are sometimes used 
for maximum sensitivity.

 The console contains all the electronic circuitry. It has a sixteen key keyboard, a 4x20 character alphanumeric 
display, and sensor and power input/ output connectors. The keyboard also serves as an ON-OFF switch.

 The power input/output connector also serves as a RS232 input/output and optionally as analog output and contact
closure triggering input.

'The keyboard front panel, and connectors are sealed (can operate under rainy conditions)

 The charger has two levels of charging, full and trickle, switching automatically from one to another. Input is
normally 110V 50760Hz. Optionally, 12V DC can be provided.

'The all-metal housing ot the console guarantees excellent EM protection.

Instrument Specifications
Resolution 0.01 nT. magnetic field and gradient 
Accuracy 0.20 nT over operating range
Range 20,000 to 120,000 nT automatic tuning, requiring initial setup 
Gradient Tolerance over 10,000 nT/m
Operating Interval 3 seconds minimum, faster optional. Reading initiated from keyboard, external 
trigger, or carriage return via RS-232 
Input/Output 6 pin weatherproof connectors
Power Requirements 12V, 200mA peak, 30mA standby, 300mA peak with Gradiometer
Power Source Internal 12V. 1.9Ah sealed lead-acid battery standard, external source optional. 
Battery Charger Input: l 10/220VAC, 50/60HZ and/or 12VDC 

Output; 12V dual level charging
Operating Ranges Temperatures; -40 0 C to -t-60 0 C

Battery Voltages; 10.0 V min to 15.0V max
Humidity; up to 9096 relative, non condensing 

Storage Temperature -50'C to -t-65 0 C 
Dimensions Console; 223 X 69 X 240 cm

Sensor Stall; 4 x 450mm sections
Sensor; I 70 x 71 mm diameter
Weight; Console 2. l Kg Staff 0.9Kg Sensors; I.iKg
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Magnetic Survey 
Theory; e

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the shape and magnitude of the earth's naturally 
occurring magnetic field caused by changes in the magnetization of the rocks in the earth. These changes in 
magnetization are due mainly to the presence of the magnetic minerals, oj which the most common is 
magnetite, and to a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and some less common minerals. Magnetic anomalies 
in the earth's filed are caused by changes in two types of magnetization; (1) Induced, caused by the magnetic 
field being altered and enhanced by increases in the magnetic susceptibility of the rocks, which is a function 
of the concentration of the magnetic minerals. (2) Remanent magnetism is independent of the earth's 
magnetic field, and is the pennanent magnetization of the magnetic particles (magnetite, etc..) in the rocks. 
This is created when these particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field when cooling. This 
magnetization may not be in the same direction as the present earth's field, due to changes in the orientation 
of the rock or the field. The unit of measurement (variations in intensity) is commonly known as the 
Gamma which is equivalent to the nanotesla (nT).

Method;

The magnetometer, GSM-19 with an Overhauser sensor measures the Total Magnetic Field (TFM)
perpendicular to the earth's field (horizontal position in the polar region). The unit has no moving

parts, produces an absolute and relatively high resolution measurement of the field and displays the
measurement on a digital lighted display and is recorded (to memory). Initially, the tuning of the

instrument should agree with the nominal value of the magnetic field for each particular area. The
Overhauser procession magtietometer collected the data with a 0.2 nanoTesla accuracy. The operator 

read each and every line at a 12.5 m interval with the sensor attached to the top of three (56cm)
aluminum tubing sections. The readings were corrected for changes in the earth's magnetic field (diurnal
drift) with a similar GSM-19 magnetometer, > >base station < < which automatically read and stored 

the readings at every 30 seconds. The data from both units was then downloaded to PC and base
corrected values were computed.
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Equipment Specifications &L Survey Theory 
Apex MaxMin 1-9 Description
'The MaxMin I ground Horizontal Loop ElectroMagnetic (HLEM) systems are designed for mineral (S. water 
exploration and for geoengineering applications. They expand the highly popular MaxMin II and III EM system 
concepts. The frequency range (in Hz) is extended to seven octaves Irom four. The ranges and numbers of coil 
separations are increased and new operating modes are added. The receiver can also be used independently tor 
measurements with power line sources. The advanced spheric and powerline noise rejection is further improved, 
resulting in faster and more accurate surveys, particularly at large coil separations. Several receivers may be operated 
along a single reference scale. Mating plug in data acquisition computer is available for use with MaxMin I tor 
automatic digital acquisition and processing. The computer specifications are in separate data sheets. 

Specifications

 Frequencies 110, 220, 440, 880, 1760, 3520, 7040, 14080 Hz plus 50/60HZ powerline frequency
(receiver only).

"Modes MAX l: ML mode, Tx &L Rx coil planes horizontal and coplanar.
MAX2: V coplanar loop mode, Tx .St Rx coil planes V &L coplanar
MAX3: V coaxial loop mode, Tx S. Rx coil planes V St coaxial
MINI: P loop mode l ( Tx coil plane H k. Rx coil plane V.
MIN2: P loop mode 2 (Tx coil plane V & Rx coil plane H.

 Coil Separation 12.5,25,50.75,100,125,150,200,300,400 meters standard.
10,20,40,60.80,100,120,160,200,240,320 m, internal option

50,100,200,300,400,500,600,800,1000.1200,1600ft internal opt -Parameters IP and Q components 

of the secondary magnetic field, in 96 Measure of primary (Tx) fid. Fid amplitude and/or tilt of PL lid.

 Readouts Analog direct readouts on edgewise panel meters for IP. Q and tilt, and for 50760Hz 
amplitude. Additional digital readouts when using the DAC, for which interfacing and 
controls are provided for plug-in.

 Range of Analog IP and Q scales; O  2096, O  2-96. O Readouts   10096, switch activated. Analogue 
tilt scale O  750x6 grade (digital IP &QO   102.496).

 Readability Analogue IP and Q 0.0596 to 0.596, analogue tilt 196 grade (digital IP &L Q 0.196).

 Repeatability  0.0596 to   I'M) normally, depending on frequency, coil spacing St conditions. 

"Signal Powerline comb filter, continuous spherics noise dipping, Filtering autoadjusting time constants 
and other filtering.

 Warning Lights Rx signal and reference warning lights to indicate potential errors. 

'Survey Depth From surface down to 1.5 times coil separation used. 

Transmitter l lOHz: 220atm 220Hz:215atm 440Hz:210atm 880Hz: 200atm

Dipole moments 1760Hz: 160atm 3520Hz: SOatm 7040Hz:40atm 14080Hz: 20atm -Reference Cable Light 
weight unshielded 4/2 conductor teflon cable for maximum temperature range and for minimum 
l fiction.

 Intercom Voice communication link via reference cable.

 Rx Power Supply Four standard 9V batt (0.5Ah, alk). Life 30 hrs continuous duty, less in cold weather. 
Rechargeable batt optional.

 Tx Power Supply Rechargeable sealed gel type lead acid 12V-13Ahr batt (4x 6V-6V2Ah) in canvas belt. 
Opt 12V-8Ahr light dutv belt pack.

 Tx Battery For l 10-120/220-240VAC, 50/60/400 Hz and 12-15VDC supply Charger operation, 
automatic float charge mode, three charge status indicator lights. Output 14.4V-1.25A nominal.

 Operating Temp -40 0 C to +60°C
 Rx weight 8 kg "Tx weight 16 kg with standard batt. 
IP^n-Phase/ (^Quadrature/ H= Horizontal/V;i Vertical/ PL= Powerline
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HLEM Theory
 Tlie MaxMin I is a frequency domain, horizontal loop electromagnetic (HLEM) system, based on measuring 
the response of conductors to a transmitted, time varying electromagnetic field. The transmitted, or primary 
EM field is a sinusoidally varying field at any of the eight varying frequencies. This field induces an 
electromotive force (emf), or voltage, in any conductor through which the field passes (defined by Faraday's 
Eaw). The emf causes a secondary current to flow in the conductor in turn generating a secondary 
electromagnetic field. This changing secondary field induces an emf in the receiver coil (by Faraday's Eaw) at 
the same frequency, but which differs from the primary field in magnitude and phase. The difference in phase 
(phase angle) is a function of the conductance of the conductor(s), both the target and the overburden, and 
host rod1;. Tlie magnitude of the secondary field is dependant on the conductance, dimension, depth, geometry 
as well as on the interference from the overburden and host rock. The two parameters, phase angle and 
magnitude are measured by measuring the strength of the secondary field in two components; the real field, 
In-phase with the primary field, and the imaginary field, Quadrature or 90 0 out-of-phase from the primary 
field. The magnitude and phase angle of the response is also a function of the frequency of the primary field. 
A higher frequency field generates a stronger response to weaker conductors. A low frequency tends to pass 
through weak conductors and penetrate to a deeper depth. The lower frequency also tends to energize the full 
thickness of a conductor, and give better measure of it's true conductivity-thickness " a " , in mho's per meter. 
For these reasons, two or more frequencies are usually used. A lower frequency for better penetration and a 
higher frequency for stronger response to weaker conductors. The transmitted primary field also creates an emf 
in the receiver coil, which is much stronger than that of the secondary and must be corrected for by the receiver. 
This is done by electronically creating an emf in the receiver, whose magnitude is determined by the distance 

between the transmitter and receiver. The phase is derived from the receiver via an interconnecting cable.

Method
The MaxMin I is a two-man continuously portable EM system. Designed to measure both the vertical and 
horizontal In-Phase (IP) and Quadrature (QP) components of the anomalous field from electrically conductive 
zones. The plane of the Transmitter (Tx) was kept parallel to the mean slope between the TX and Receiver 
(Rx) at all times. This ensures a horizontal loop system measuring perpendicular to the anomalous targets. The 
grid being surveyed should also be secant chained in order to keep a constant separation (between Tx and Rx) 
to eliminate anomalous response derived from cable loss over rough terrain. Crews attempted to keep a constant 
separation for a qualitative survey. Three frequencies; 440Hz, l 760Hz, and 3520Hz were selected to resolve 
complex conductors if/when encountered. The 200 meter coil spacing, chosen to detect possible deep 
conductors also ensures a more consistent survey overall (a large spread gives better penetration over areas of 
conductive layers, eg. day). The crews read the cross-lines only to cut the geology at a perpendicular angle for 

better cross-over response.
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COMMENTARY ON THE GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS ON THE PRISM RESOURCES PROPERTY
IN MCCOOL TWP., ONTARIO.

I was asked by Ron McMillan of Prism Resources in early November of 
this year to review the geophysical results on the Prism Resources 
property in McCool Twp., Ontario, preparatory to the spotting of a diamond 
drill hole. Of particular inte.rest was the interpretation of the 
recently-acquired ground horizontal loop (MaxMin) EM and magnetometer 
results, with reference to the airborne Input EM and magnetometer results 
obtained circa 1983.

1:20000 scale maps of the grid and of the airborne results were 
supplied by McMillan, with the area of anomalous interest highlighted. In 
transferring the airborne results to the grid map, I determined that the 
area of particular interest fell between grid lines 800E and 1000E about 
250 metres southwest of the base line. This facilitated zeroing in on the 
right part of the ground EM and magnetometer results for the quick pre- 
drilling interpretation requested. The ground results were received in 
the late A.M. of November 18th and an interpretation for the area of 
interest was faxed to R. McMillan and E. Dodson in Vancouver and to on- 
site geologist J. Burns in Timmins in the late P.M. af the same day.

My preliminary interpretation was confined the the area of the grid 
between L's 500E St 1300E and stations 200S 6 600S, which contained an 
anomalous pattern in good correspondence with that visible in the airborne 
results. A refined version of my interpretation is shown on the attached 
plan and it is discussed in the following paragraphs.

As can be seen on the attached plan, the interpreted conductive 
picture is somewhat complex in the area of interest. In fact, there are 
two conductors present, i.e. A S B. To the northwest of L600E, conductor 
A appears to be fairly conformable with the northeast boundary of a 
strongly-magnetic ultramafic unit. To the southeast of L600E, 'A' 
continues its E-S-E strike, while the boundary of the magnetic unit swings 
more toward the south. Interestingly, conductor B, which appears in the 
picture from L800E to L1300E, is very conformable with the new direction 
of the magnetic zone.

However, due to the rather coarse line spacing (100m) of this 
survey, there is room for an alternative interpretation between L's 600E 
S 800E. For example, it could be reasonably argued that conductor B joins 
conductor A at L700E and is continuous with it to the northwest of L700E, 
thus forming a formational conductor, running roughly parallel to the 
gently-folded magnetic ultramafic unit to the southwest. The part of 'A' 
to the southeast of L700E would then be a structurally-controlled spur 
coming off of the formational conductor. It would require fill-in data 
between L's 600E Se 800E to get a clearer picture.

The 6.t (conductance) values computed for conductors A k B, indicate 
that they are due to solid sources in the bedrock and not to overburden 
phenomena or water-filled fracture zones. Conductor A has a very small 
amplitude response on L's 400E 6c 500E and on L's 900E 6c 1000E either due 
to a large depth or to breaks or pinches along its length. The response 
of 'A' is somewhat stronger on L's 600E, 700E ft 800E, although it is small 
enough to lead to an interpreted depth of circa 75 metres. This again 
could be greater than the true depth of the conductor due to possible 
pinches along its length. The dip appears to be steeply SW.



The strongest anomalous response in the area of interest is from 
conductor B on L's 1000E, 1100E 5c 1200E. Here, the estimated depth is 
from 30 to 35 metres, the *6.t^ 100mhos and the dip is 550 to 650 SW. 
Unfortunately, the width cannot be estimated here. It could vary from a 
few to many feet and give the same shape of anomaly. The width would have 
to exceed the depth before meaningful estimates could be made.

A V 6.t^ 100mhos for conductor B can only mean that it contains 
well-developed graphite, or graphite with massive sulphide stringers, or 
simply massive sulphides.

Neither conductor A nor B are strongly magnetic, if indeed they are 
magnetic at all, because they have no visible effect on the magnetic 
contour picture. For the most part, these conductors lie on the steep 
magnetic gradient from the strongly-magnetic ultramafic unit to the 
southwest. They would have to be more than a little magnetic to have a 
visible effect on the magnetic contours.

Conductor A appears to be a worthwhile target, given the possible 
presence of massive sulphides. As shown on the accompanying plan, a drill 
hole has been spotted to intersect the central part of this conductor. 
Its specifications are: location 950E,500S; dip 550 ; azimuth 600 ; length 
90 metres.

Another area for future consideration lies between L's 600E k 800E. 
There are structural implications here, which are worthy of further 
resolution, especially since there were interesting gold values in a 
couple of nearby reverse circulation drill holes. As mentioned in the 
fifth paragraph on the preceding page, a clearer picture would require 
fill-in work between L's 600E 6c 800E. Specifically, L's 650E fit 750E 
should be put in from the BL to 600S. Then, L's 650E, 700E, 750E St 800E 
should all be MaxMin'd with the same frequencies as previously but using 
a 150 metre coil separation.

Meaford, Ont.
November 27, 1998. John E. Betz, Geophysicist, P.Eng.Ont,
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Declaration of Assessment Work 
Performed on Mining Land

-ctkMi 66(2) and M(3), R.S.0.19BO

Transaction Number (office use)

U/982Q.
Assessment Files Research Imaging

900

ibsecUons 65(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the Mining Act. this 
Tent work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this collection 
 nent and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5.

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

O
1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary) *-
Name ^. 

Jsj-^iP V, J"oxutT5

Address 
#)x /b'^

fwrp/otcis/wt? fiMJit-d

J", /-Cc rt c, o

5"}?T ftt-t-n-i^srsrs^ *,r,

T '/s* 's?"V -5 ffti V K2-
Name 

7~)^0xy/?^ t/cxx C-A-*-0i^sK 
Address . 

y^^-^ ^

(- fr7-c~M'^o*, l? Vs^*, f&J'lAj'O

Client Number
/v-f^r .

Telephone Number 
^ T-Z-J'T- 2-V7/

Fax Number

Client Number ^-
?~OS72-

Telephone Number
70^-676-

1317V?

70f"2-6V-0}7l

y
 2-0 1 ~*y

Fax Number ^

t 

2. Type of work performed: Check 00 and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs) D Physical: drilling stripping, 

trenching and associated assays D Rehabilitation

Work Type

ff/j-y* l*~f //\S f?S}~^ /l/ Tl^A-fat? T rf r/ois tr'A/jfCt/T'f'rs^/G 
J s /

Dates Work From 7 /f o l/ f^ To 2-7 
Performed Day | Month | Year Day

Global Positioning System Data (If available) Township/Area A^4

/t/cu 70
| Month | Year

CCOL- TP.
M or G-Ptan Number

G ~ x6 ~7^

Office Use

Commodity

Total S Value of 
Work Claimed ^ ( ' r ' "5

NTS Reference

Mining Division -r , , , -~/ ,
0/1 1-\ \dX.C L (/tJLW-i-^

Resident Geologist ,
District ^l-oi/t/AyuX, TAcjJc-c

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212; 

, - - provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Pereon or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name A ^ f ~rLJ Coj'C.'' f *- ^(X-^a^'a J.fC-

Address -pf/C? (?--^c* x?-c.

Name -7- f p^ K*, h

Address V?" Lo^'i^ F f 
/Yca f&ro! O n i~a r'Q

Name y

Address ^j^, cS.~a.ve C^-e-r

-RECCIVEID
^ K DEC 07 1898^

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
OFFICE

Telephone Number
7o r- z l r - 8-6 C/

Fax Number

Telephone Number 
5/9- S3 8

Fax Number
~ /JOO

Telephone Number 
70 r- Z 6 ^ - ^Ch O

Fax Number ,/x ^
70 i~- Z (o (P - y fc?fc C/

1. , do hereby certify that l nave personarKnowieage or me racis set loan in
(Print Name)

this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 
completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent ~^ x^,/.

Agent's Address n '
is F l/   ̂ j ~? ^" r/* fl ~

Telephone Number

Date J^^^ y/^^

Fax Number 
7^5''2-3'?- 2- T-l^

0241 (03/97)
LARDER LAKE 
ININO. r,V!3ION

4 1998

a* c



S. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining; 10 me mining 
land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link must accompany th'.s 
form. ^

Mining Claim Number. Or if 
work was done on other eligible 
mining land, snow In this 

column ths location number 
Indicated on the claim map.

 g

*fl

 g

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB7827

1234567

1234568

II 33 v*-*
Vte*®#*^

/T-/2- It 2

/2-/Z- 11-(

/2-X2-f*-6

1 2-i2- 1 T-~?

Column Totals

Number of Claim 
Unit*. For other
mining land, Dst 
hectares.

16 ha

12

2

gf

^ ?

7
f ' i r a -?

IZ~

^

^^

Value of work
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land.

126,825

0

S 8,892

6oo?
^ooo

Ofr -'

ff Od ^

Value of work 
applied to this 
claim.

N/A

S24,000

S 4,000

^2.00

^ oo
/2-0 2

  

  

*~ ' .

#0*3

Value of work 
assigned to other 
mining claim*.

S24.000

0

0

   -

  

 

6 Oo^,
-2,voO

^oo-^

Bantu Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date

S2,825

0

94,892

.*

l, \f, ., do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
(Print Full Name)

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to the claim 

where the work was done.

Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent Authorized in Writing' Date

x
6. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

in the boxes below to show how you wish toSome of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check 
prioritize the deletion of credits:

D 1 . Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated.

O 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or

D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or

D 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 
followed by option number 2 if necessary.

Received Stamp

0241 (03/97)

rRECETVED~
DEC C 7 1S98

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
l _____OFFICE

4 ma.

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



Ontario K^O*.*™, Statement of Coste 
and Mhws for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form to obtained under the authority of subsection 6 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under section 8 of the Mining 
\ct, this Information Is a public record. This Information wM be used to review the assessment work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this 
xrftectfon should be directed to a Provincial Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines. 3rd Floor. 933 Ramsey Lake Road. Sudbury. Ontario. P3E 
)B5.

Work Type

L^^ct^ rrt* f

o,*** L, /c s ^
(rt*, Sib r/r J

7

Units of work 
Depending on the type of work, list the number of 
hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilometre* of 
grid line, number of samples, etc.

/re? ^
/ f'f 7"cT*v* yflAJt;

/J'f7f^~^ /^ O~^f j~li~

l~lt L L o- /-*** o*-yx7^^i. ^et r* v** ^ y^&fajL^r

   1 '^'
, 1 -

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs

RbCt
Food and Lodging Costs n rp r

-:'- -' ~ " . :.~- *S GEOSGItNut

Cost Per Unit 
of work

* ZtT-os
fo-?\"

/to -So

/*" Clt-fa-lv- *

^ , - '
'~

IVED
7 4QQO |.irio

A33ESGMCNT 
ICE

i -: i * 'i * " ^ - -" ; C ' i"** N j

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

4bS3'?t,
I170-4.Z-
•2.177 ??
foo ' cnj

-

y*f &OO3- CrO

4 1998

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 100y0 of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 5007o of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 = Total S vajue of worked claimed.

Note:
Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

C/f f? V- "^ 0^^^____( do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably
(please print full name)

be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on the accompanying

Declaration of Work form as f- /f66"xw~
(recorded holder, agent, of state company position with signing authority)

l am authorized to make this certification.

3212 (03/97)

Signature Date



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

January 7, 1999

CARDINAL THOMAS VON 
P O BOX 58 
LATCHFORD, Ontario 
POJ-1NO

Ministers du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (888)415-9846 
Fax: (877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam:

Subject: Transaction Number(s):

Submission Number: 2.19017

Status
W9880.00757 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the ' 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome by e-mail at 
lucille.jerome@ndm.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 13260 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.19017

Date Correspondence Sent: January 07, 1999 Assessor: Lucille Jerome

Transaction First Claim 
Number Number

W9880.00757 1212926

Section:
14 Geophysical EM 
14 Geophysical MAG

Township(s) l Area(s) 

MCCOOL

Status

Deemed Approval

Approval Date

January 07, 1999

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Kirkland Lake, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
CARDINAL THOMAS VON 
LATCHFORD, Ontario

JOHN KEVIN FILO 
TIMMINS, Ontario

DAVID V. JONES
SOUTH PORCUPINE, Ontario

Page: 1

Correspondence ID: 13260
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lot 12 lot 11

TOPO
w. :::::;:;r

Bwh Rd. —-——
Lot* CON ———————

ClofmUn* — —— 
EtwraBon ,-'""'"-

N-**.*^™

Locot*i Ckrtm Poet B 
o.c. Out Crop Location

CON IV

— J

PLAN l

42A09SE2009 2.19017 McCOOL 210 (maters)

Reaourcea Inc.

McCool Property McCool-2-98 Grid
MoCod Township, Larder Ldou Mmg DMaion 

Dfetric of Cochrane Northeastern Ontario
OMMTV* Canada Inc. Nw H 1908.



lot 12 tot 1 1 lot 10
-t? lot 9 

CON V

TOPO
Access Rd. 

Bush Rd. 

Lot St. CON

Claim Line —— —— 

Elevation - ^ ~ 

Located Claim Post m 

o.c. Out Crop Location

Droinoge —————————

CON IV

T/-. ~

7,Oo,

CON IV

-N-

ASTRO

V

- t.

LEGEND

Total Field Magnetics Plan
57000 nT Base Subtracted

50nT & 100nT Contour Interval

Level 1: 50nT from 56500 to SSOOOnT

Level 2; lOOnT from 565QO to 60000nT
Level J; SOOnT from 56500 to BOOOQnT

Base Station Location 
040E/ 70N, Reference Field; 57500nT

INSTRUMENTS 

TerraPlus GSM-19 Ouerhauser Magnetometers

HLEM Anomaly Axis

PLAN 2

V

42A09SE2009 2.19017 McCOOL 220
(meters)

Prism. Resources Inc.
Magnetic Survey

McCool Property McCool-2-98 Grid

McCod Township, Larder \_dke Mining Division 
Disbric of Cochrane Northeastern Ontario

Geoserve Canada Inc. Nov H 1998.



lot 12 lot 11

Rd.
Bush Rd. 
Lot ft CON
Ctolm Line — —— 

Devotion -^ ̂ 1 '~ 
Locotod aolm Port B

o.c. Out Crop Location 

Drainage

Anomaly Axis

MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
IN-PHASE le OUT PHASE ProfilM 

l cm. - 20 K

FREQUENCY 44Q HZ

IN PHASE 

OUT PHASE

42A09SE2009 2.19017 MCCOOL

Prism Resources Inc 
HLEM Surrey

McCool Property McCool-2-98 Grid
McCod TownsHp. Latter Lcte Mring Dwa 

Oistric of Cochrane Northeostsm Ontario
Geowrve Canada Inc. H



lot 12 lot 11

Rd. 
Bu*h Rd. 
Lot A CON
Ctotm UTM — 

Etevotlon ^ ^ 
Locoted Claim Port B 

o.c. Out Crap Location

DraiMM

Anomaly Axis

-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
HASE Prafllti 
) X

1760HZ

(N-PHASE A OUT PHASE ProfllM 
1 cm. * 20 X

IN PHASE 

OUT PHASE

COIL SEPjJfJATION 
m.

4ZA09SE2Q09 2.19017 MCCOOL 240 (meters)

Priam Reaourcea Ino. 
HLEM Survey

Mccool Property McCool-2-98 Grid
MoOool To*naHp. Larder Ld*. lyWrn Dwwcn 

Ofatric of Cocnranc Northeottem Ortorb
Oao*wv* Canada Ino. Nov 14 1996.



Coeotod Oolm Port m 

o.o. Out Crap Location

MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
IN-PHASC 4 OUT PHASE PrXlfllM 

1 em. - 20 X

IN PHASE 
OUT PHASE

COIL SEPARATION
m.

42A09SE2009 2.19017 MCCOOL 250 (meters)

Priam Reaourcea Inc. 
HLEM Survey

McCool Property McCool-2-98 Grid
McCod TownaNp, Lcrter U*w Mnno Onion 

Distric of Cochrane Northeastern Ontario
C*o**fv* Canada tne. Nav 14 1996.


